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  In Kinosaki symposium I talked oTi a new rank-3 bundle on the fo"r dimensional complex
projective space ge4(Åë). This will appear as a joint paper with IIAbo and W.Decker:
  A rank 3 bundle which gives rise to an elliptic conic bundle
  This will be written up soon but is not yet completed. Thus I like to summa,rize our
knowledge on low rank vector bundles on P.(C)(n 2 4). (My version is limitted to algebraic
geometrical or compiex analytic aspect.)
  As is well known, the tlieory of the vector bundles on P2(Åë) and P3(C) is well undersood.
(as is founed, for example, in works of W.Barth,K.Hulek,Le Poitier
  for P2 and in those of G.IIorrocks, M.Atiyah-E.Ree, R.IIartshorne, M.Maruyama-G.Trautmann
for P3•)
  However, the situation is largely different for P.(n ) 4). T.he following seems to be a
common impression for these subjects.
'Il"here are not so many low rank bundles, but such bundles, if found, must be of interesting nature"
In this article "vector bundle" is used for "indecomposable one". It is of low rank if the
rank Åq the dimension of the underlying manifold.
S 1 Low rank bundles.
  First I list all low rank vector bundles on IFD.(n }il tl), which have been obtained hitherto
  (1) Null correlation bundle and its generalization, mathematical instanton bundle.(Tliis
is of rank 2n defined on P2.+i(cf.[OSS] and [S-T])
  (2) A rank (n - 1)-bundle on P. fonnd by Tango(cf.[TaD
  (3) A rank 3 bundle on Ps found by Horrocks(cfl[Ho])
  (4) A rank 2 bundle on P4 found by Horrocks-Mu.mford(cf.[H-M])
  The first example may be known for a long time.(I do not know
  the history of this bundle. My impression maY be wrong.) It may be pointed ont t}}at
(2),(3) and (4) are published respectively in l976, 1978 and 1973.(rlhus, for a long time,
such bundles have been not found.) Investigating these bundles, a first impression of me
and other persons is that it is not difficult to find otlier ones. But, as a matter of fact, it
turns out to realize that it is a hard problem after some trials.
  Among rna,ny interesting properties of (1), we may point out its relation to quaternion
aJgebra and twister geometry.
  I understand that Tango found (2) through a construction of morphisrn of P. to a Grass-
mannian ma,nifold. Also it is remarked that Ein(cf.[E])found that (2) yields quintic elliptic
scroll.
  The third one (3) is,I undeTstand, constructed from the null
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correlation bundle. Since I have not investigated this so仁losely,an interested reader may 
read the original version and some related papers 
The final one (4), abbreviated as HM-ln凶 dle,is a very beautiful and famo則自山ject.
Many int邑Tをstingstudies havξbeen done for it. For the relavant informations for these, see 
[Tl u ]. A most brilliant feature of this is，前回Ilyregar似 l,the existence of a big syrnn同 ry.
The fact that the general section is abelian surf；以日（andso, needles日tosay, an i1恥legular ． 
sur ce.) We should also point o川 that(3) and (4) are found by m日品川 ofmo川 d,combined 
with r日presntationtheory. 
On the othe1・hand,surfaces of low degree in JP'4 have been studied systematically by some 
au th正lrs.(See,for example, [DES], [Po], [ADHPR].)1戸heyfo沼1 that ir控gur surfa仁esin IP'4 
are rather rare and, in many cases, they are obtained fror泊 interestingsh白aves.
§ 2 Hyperplane configuration. 
I began my trial to contruct bundles and sheaves, by using ideas in stratification th巴ory
at the middle of 1980( cf.[Sal ]). A very naive idea is to finsd good frames and仁ocycle
relations among the1吋transitionmatrix). It is seen that HM-bundle has also a beautiful 
propery and is reconstructed from hyperplane configuration of Jl'4, which corresponds to the 
homogeneous coordinates of it. Soon after Kaji found that the null correlation bundle on 
Jl'3 is仁onstructedfrom two hyperplanes in lP'3・Itis 8日enthat lhe null corrrelation bundle 011 
lP'2n十1is constructed from (2η－ 1)-hyperp la附 s.We do not think tl川 the凶 ati on bet ween 
sheaf construction and hypをrplaneconfiguration is accid邑ntal.Also we should take account 
into th♀ th告oryof hypergeornetic function, which is formed from th部位。bjects.
Case of rank two. The construction of HM-bundles川 esmonornia.ls x1x4 and x2x3(cf.[UM]). 
Such monomials ap1同aralso in the transition matrix of it. It may be natural to try Lo find 
similar data to 
construct more bundles and sheaves. After trials I was aw辻reof the f昌ctthat 
{1,4} and {2,3} coincides with （円）2and IFp一（町）2.
I noticed this in 1991. Some discussions with Kyoji Saito were m巴ful;see [SEKS]. It is easy 
to see that a similar rank two sheaf <£p on Jll'P_1(C) is山finedfor each prime p三 l(rnod.4)
I believe th誌もhisis a very beautiful subject. The construction of this sheaf and some 
properties are reported in [AS] in the Senda.i sympos川m(1996).In givi時 ourmain 問 8山，the
formula c4, we omitted to di vi山 by4.(This was pointed out my clas白川te，恥frs恥lu kami ） ． 
＇］、hef《）J'!flU]ai白asfollows. 
<:4（をp）ニー （5/64)p(p-1)(p2 -6p 十 1÷ 4a~ ），
where札1od <li u teger“P i邑deter i州 1（川 qu up to討g川bytl1e飢）l 
an even integ巴rOp. This implies at once the following ch込racterizationof the prime 1rnmber 
p = 5 amo時 alprimes p三 l(mod A) 
Corollary. The following four factsαre equivalent 
p＝ら、 !Fpdoes not contain four elernents i, j, k, l who邑tgraph is isomorphic to square, 
c4('1:p) = 0, cod(Siηg(<Ep),IP'):::: 5. 
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It is very difficult to find rank two bundle on IP'4・Thefollowing may be a common idea 
of many geometers. 
There are no rank two indecomposable bundle on IP'4 
which are not a satellite bundle of the HM bundle 
In view of [D),[DS）”satellite”may he undersood to be a twist or the pulll胤 kby means of 
a finite map:IP'4→IP' 4・
Case of rank three. This is constructed as follows(cf.[Sa 2). Let x = (xo,x1,x2,x3,x4) 
be the homogeneous coordinates of IP' ＝町（C).We 叫ん＝ Z(x;) We work with the four 
hyperplanes: L1 = uiELl L; withム＝ {1,2,3,4}.Also, to each iε ム，weattach a vector in 
r(0~3(4)) 
fiニ I［ψl'X3X2, X3X4j, f2 =1 ［ψ2,X4X1,X4X3j 
f3 = t［ψ3, X1X4, X1X2) , f4= t［ψ4, X2X3, X2X1j, 
where 
ψi = x~ 十 X2X4 ， ψ2 二 x6 十 X1X3 ， ψ3 = x6 -X2X4 and ψ4=x6-x1x3・
Now form an。l"-submodule Q; of 0~3 ( 4)as follows：自rstwe set 
Q;lll"-L' =0？~u(4). 
Next let x be an arbitrary poi11t of [,1. Then the OIP' x-module a:, is defined as follows. An 
element Jr叫；fε0~3(4 ),is in a:, if the following ho！出 forany iε ムsatisfyingzε L,. 
Tl悶 eis an element c; ε0;(2),, so that (1; = c;f;1；・ (2) 
Remark. The pair (L;, f;) defines an elementary transformation in the sense of May町ama-
Sumihiro. There is no doubt that it is possible to take this theory as a starting point for 
the construction of Q; 
Multiplier. Take distinct elements i,jξム.Then ( 2)ensurres the relation 
c;f；ニ cjfrαkんonL;j二 L;n L1・
Analyzing this we can write 
Cj ＝ψi,ij ( cり）， Cj ＝ψj,ij ( C;j) on L;1 
where, writingψi.i and 'Pi,i for 'Pi.ii andψj,ii, these are given by the following matrix. 
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where the (i,j) component出帆j( iヂj). This is the mukti!Jlier of/frαkE. Tn constructing 
sheaves Ly using a hyperplane川 nfiguration,such a I白川rixis defined. This is the most Lasic 
notion in our construction, which enables us a through use of combinatorial arguments. In 
the caase of the HM-bundle the multiplier is very clear, andヲaswas pointed out by Hulek, 
it is an example of Moore matrix of the HM-Lundi日.Now we see that 
( L;i…L3) n Z（ヂi,i)n Z（少i,i)c Sinタ（a:),
where Ld ＝υICムIF=dL1 with L1 = n;Ef L;. This statement is valid in a ful generality. 
Moreover, if the rank of the sheaf J"in question equals 2, then we have: 
J;iik n (Z（山，i)n Z('Pi,d) c Sing（苦）
。nthe otherhand, in the case of rk（苦） = 3, this condition t品nbe ca.ncelled. Our naive id削
is to use this as best as possible. In doing this our suspection is that 
Four point graph, which is isomorphic to square 
must bεadvatageous in the case of rank three in contrast to the仁aseof rank two. 
Remark. The rank tin‘官官 bundleE is globally generated and 
c(<l:,t)=l十4t+ 8t2十8t3
Thus the second Chern class is rep附 euteda surface of deg1、ee8. W巴（withAbo and Decker) 
more I》reciselyfinally I〕eek日r,proved that it is a (non geometrical) elliptic conic bundle. In 
view of the situation for the irregular surfaces in Bbblミ， thi日isan encouraging fact. Also I 
hope that this is an evind日neefor our impression stated at the beginning of this article. 
Remark. We begin this article eith the example of th日nullcon叫乱ionbundle defined on 
the p1・oj邑ctivespaces of odd dimension. Jn conneζtion with this I may品sk
If there is an in伽cornposabelbundle of rar 
which is a generalization of the rank three bundle Q; 
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